Not In Our Town: Light in the Darkness premieres on PBS next
week, on Wed., Sept. 21. Here are three ways you can catch the
film.

Connect with NIOT

Find a Screening Near You
Tune in to the Sept. 21 Broadcast
Watch Live Event Free Online

Find a Screening Near You

News & Videos at
NIOT.org
Interested in how other
communities are
organizing their local
screenings? Read about
how Redlands, CA is
bringing together law
enforcement, community
groups and the unified
school district.

Visit Not In Our Town's MeetUp Everywhere page to find an event
near you. You can search by your city, RSVP and invite your
friends using Facebook!
Are you a screening host and don't see your event listed yet or
you want to edit the details? Here's a great resource on using
MeetUp Everywhere.
If you'd like to host a screening, visit us here. We also have a

Coming soon: Reports on
El Paso, Texas and
Juarez, Mexico;
Charleston, W.V., Novato,
CA; and Newport, OR.
*New* Videos: We have
been updating the
Light in the Darkness web
extras page. Stop by to
view the opening
sequence to the film,
video profiles on the
Patchogue-Medford

Screening Kit to help make your screening successful.
Still have questions? Email web@niot.org.

Tune in to the Sept. 21 Broadcast
PBS is premiering Not In Our Town: Light in the Darkness
nationally on the evening of Sept. 21. Visit this page to find your
local listings.

All you need to find your local listings is your zip code

Watch Live Event Free Online: Sept. 20

Not In Our Town: Light in the Darkness director Patrice O'Neill is a
featured panelist at the Center for American Progress event,
"Stronger Together: Community Integration for Newcomers" on
Sept. 20, 12-1:30 p.m. EST.
Those in the Washington, D.C. area can RSVP here. You may also
watch this event live via the Center's website.
About the event:
Please join us for a fascinating two-part event that breaks new
ground in a phenomenon as old as our nation--how communities
sometimes cower, but more often conquer fears and grow
stronger by embracing differences. First, an abridged screening of
a soon-to-be-aired PBS documentary entitled "Not In Our Town:
Light in the Darkness" that gives a clear-eyed view how the town
of Patchogue, New York, reacted and rebounded after an
immigrant was killed in a hate crime attack by local teenagers.
Following the screening, experts from across the nation will
discuss the importance of focusing on what receiving communities

Library and library
assistant Gilda Ramos
and more.

can do to help integrate new arrivals, and what others can learn
from communities that have taken the lead in creating a dynamic
process of integration. The discussion will draw heavily from a
two-day gathering of experts on integration and a soon-to-bereleased CAP report.

As always, thank you for helping us stop hate. Together.
The Not In Our Town team
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